Cycle 3 Presentation Schedule
Week 1:

About Me! Tutors will prepare
‘about me’ questions for the
students, so the class can learn
more about their classmates.

Week Guess What’s in the Bag! Prepare 2
13:
clues about a favorite toy from home
and conceal the secret item in a bag.
Class will get to guess what’s in the
bag.
Week 2:
Share about your favorite vacation Week Share 3 interesting facts about your
and bring a picture to pass around 14:
favorite animal.
the class.
Week 3:
Guess What’s in my Pocket!
Week Draw a picture and share with the
Prepare 3 clues about a small item 15:
class the medium you used to create
you can fit in your pocket. Share
your art. Identify any OiLS you used
the clues with the class, and then
and your inspiration behind your
let the class make guesses. (The
artwork.
children will get to practice asking
questions.)
Week 4:
Choose a famous person from
Week Share a 1-2 minute summary of a book
American history. And share 2 fun 16:
you have read or summarize a
facts about his or her life. (This
favorite fable.
can be beginning research for
Faces of History.)
Week 5:
Share a 1-2 minute summary of
Week Recite a favorite Bible verse and share
your favorite book or a book you
17:
why you like the passage. Or
have read recently.
summarize your favorite parable.
Week 6:
Review the memory work and
Week Pick your favorite memory work from
share 2 new facts inspired by your 18:
the year and share 3 new facts you
favorite new knowledge.
have researched.
Week 7:
Retell an American Folk Tale to
Week Recite a favorite poem or hymn for the
the class.
19:
class.
Week 8:
Share one of your hobbies with the Week Teach the class how to make
class. Bring an example of your
20:
something. (i.e. friendship bracelet)
handiwork or an item that will
Students may not actually be able to
represent your hobby. (i.e.
show the complete project in class, but
baseball or knitted scarf)
can share the steps. (i.e. brownies)
Week 9:
Draw one of the 50 states or one of Week Pick a famous landmark in the USA
the 14 US territories. And share 2 21:
and share a picture along with 3 fun
facts about the area you chose.
facts.
Week 10: Research a holiday and share the
Week Pick a timeline card and share 3 facts
origin of any of your favorite
22:
you have learned from the back of the
traditions.
card with the class.
Week 11: What would you like to be when
Week If you were able to visit any place in
you grow up? Share why you want 23:
the world where would it be? Share a
to go into this profession or 2 facts
picture and 3 facts about the place.
about this profession.
Week 12: Share with the class one of your
Week Share 2-4 of your favorite jokes and
favorite holiday traditions.
24:
celebrate all the wonderful things you
Consider bringing in a picture or a
have learned this year with laughter!
sample of a sweet treat.

